


INTRODUCTION

How much trust do your followers have on you? Would you ask

someone in Maroua, Kribi, Bamenda, Nkongsamba, etc, to send money

to you, so you can send them a product or service? Will they send?

Where have you met with them before? Online? Through that Facebook

Ad? Well, you know, trust is the hardest thing to earn nowadays,

especially with the proliferation of social media services and all the

unhealthy practices associated with it. Plainly speaking, it is hard for

someone to easily believe, trust and rely on you during your first or even

long-term encounter. That explains why it is very challenging to sell a

product or service online to “your audience,” or someone you thought

you knew.

You see, there is always a protocol you must follow when you are

engaged with online business. As I mentioned earlier, know that people

do not, and will not trust you so easily. There are three highly effective

and result-oriented steps you must follow if you want to get the most

out of online marketing; if you wish to invest FCFA 100 in advertising

and get FCFA 200, 500, or even 1 000 back. Yes, this is very feasible.

The three steps or stages are: The Awareness Stage, The

Consideration Stage, and The Decision (purchase) Stage. A vivid and

comprehensive meaning, formulae and practical examples to go about

these stages in order to grow your online trust and sales is what will
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constitute the rest of this article. Here, I will teach you the type of

content you have to provide to your audience at every stage.

The Awareness Stage

The buying decision process begins when a consumer or consumer

realizes that they have a need. They become aware they have a

problem they need to solve or that there is a gap they need to fill.

At this point, the customer is still skeptical on what will solve their

problem. They may only be aware that they want to change their reality

or situation. Or they may have an idea about what will help them but

are not quite sure which brand, product, service, or solution will provide

a solution. This is an opportunity that is created for online marketers to

exploit. You play your cards well, you gain the client.

Read on...

Creating and sharing useful content will tell them who you are. This is

when your interaction with them begins. And this is very valuable to

your business because, naturally, if people don’t know who you are,

they can’t join your audience or, most importantly, buy from you. People

must first learn about your business. And for that, content marketing is

perhaps your best ally.
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Customer Example: Joe has problems with his phone in reaching out to

his family out of home. He constantly runs into one problem after the

other each time he purchases a new smart-phone. He does not really

know much about smartphones. Consequently, he often either

experiences battery problems, low storage capacity, phone freezing,

cracked screens, poor network quality, poor camera to make video calls,

take images, etc. He starts checking for solutions online. Only a

business that shows capability of solving his problem will get him as a

new client.

Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing

valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience —

and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer action.

If you own an electronics shop and help dish out useful content on

common problems associated with smartphones, you are likely to get

as many followers as you would handle. The example above is an

opportunity you can handle, as are common daily experiences of

smartphone users.

The Consideration Stage

Once people become aware of your business, they’ll buy from you. At

least, that’s how you wish it worked. But, of course, it doesn’t.
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Truthfully, people have to hear about you, take time to consider, and

then maybe they’ll buy.

While content marketing is remarkable at alerting people to the fact

that your business exists, it’s also remarkable at guiding people through

the consideration phase. And every great salesperson knows that

people are far more likely to buy when you guide them than they would

be otherwise.

However, you can’t, or rather shouldn’t, use the same brand awareness

tactics during the consideration phase. When people show interest in

your content, act at once: Particularly, pay special attention to

newsletter sign-ups (collecting their email addresses, phone numbers);

their comments on your products; likes and shares; and the number and

quality of direct messages you receive from them. This will give you an

idea whether your first phase (awareness) worked.

Indeed, collecting your audience information is very necessary here

because it keeps you in touch with them. Without possessing such

contact information (email address, phone number, etc) imply that there

is no personal relationship between you. Consequently, you are likely to

lose them any time to a competitor who will utilize such technique.

With the contact information, you can occasionally or usually send

useful tips to their inbox, that they will find useful and have more

reasons to keep trusting you, and likely to buy from you when need

arises.
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Basically, you’re trying to gauge the interest of your current prospects.

To do that, though, you first must create content to continue attracting

people who are interested in your products.

Why does an e-book do such a nice job during the phase of

consideration? Well, before people buy from you, they must trust you.

And in order to trust you, they must become familiar with your stance

on certain topics, your brand image, and even the tone of your

business’s voice. Only then can someone decide whether they trust you

or not.

Different entrepreneurs and business people are using newsletters to

stay in constant contact with their prospects. That way, their business is

top-of-mind when the person is ready to buy.

To get these emails and phone numbers, you must exchange them with

some useful content. It's a bait.
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Customer Example: Faced with the daily challenges that Joe faces, he

steps online to search for a solution to his problems. Then he stumbles

on an Electronics Shop which provides her audience with content such

as: how to keep their phone battery healthy, last longer; how to detect

an original phone from a fake one; things to consider before buying a

new phone; checking camera quality of a phone; where to buy an

original phone; how to track your stolen phone; how to secure data in

your phone; how to store your phone contacts forever, how to protect

your phone screen from damaging, etc etc. Like any other, Joe will tend

to love what you give them, and consequently, go for you when they

need a new phone.

If you own an Electronics Shop, the best content you can provide to your

audience at the Consideration Stage is to give them useful information

on how to keep their phones healthy, and not bore them with

self-interest related content. Let them feel that they are getting

something valuable from you. And they will buy from you.

This marketing technique is important because it will help you build

your page audience, which are prospective clients. This type of audience

will equally likely act as your brand ambassadors since they find you

very useful to their daily challenges.
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The Decision Stage

At this point of the buying decision process, the customer is ready to

pull the trigger and make a purchase. They have made their decision

about which product, service, brand, or solution is best for them, and

they are ready to buy.

The research and evaluation are over, now the customer just needs a

clear pathway to purchase. For a brand to help customers through this

phase, you need to make it simple to buy. You also need to present

additional reinforcements (like product reviews, customer testimonials,

discounts, guarantees, easy delivery services, etc.) that will lead to

purchase, and avoid negative reinforcements (like bad reviews,

additional expenses, barriers, etc.), which will cause customers to turn

away.

Unfortunately for most of what I find around, this stage is usually

marred with hundreds of obstacles. Most businesses do fail to facilitate

the procedure for clients to go through a stress-free purchase.

I will give you an experience I faced a month ago while trying to

purchase a WiFi Modem from one of the popular e-commerce outlets in

Cameroon. I got into their website through a Facebook Ad, searched for

the product I wanted, but unfortunately, not enough information was

available about this product (already a weakness). I had to get their

contact to make a direct call. After several trials, they could not pick up
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my calls. I decided to send a WhatsApp message, and they responded

72 hours later. What a blunder! They lost me to a competitor who

immediately gave me a call after I expressed willingness to purchase

their product.

One great obstacle I have seen online for most Cameroon online

businesses is incoherence in their marketing approach. You cannot

advertise a product on Facebook, a user indicates their willingness to

buy (serious prospects), then you send them a number to call or text

you on WhatsApp only. Who told you buyers have that patience? You

do not do a reversal of your role; it is your duty to follow up the

prospect, call them and negotiate on payment and shipping procedures

for the product. Try this and get back to me for testimonies.

Post-Purchase Assessment

After the last step of the three-stage consumer decision-making

process, the path to buying is complete. The customer has made a

purchase. But that doesn’t mean the customer journey is complete. Now

is the time when the customer reflects on whether they made the right

decision.

The customer will consider if the solution accurately and fully meets

their needs. They will decide if it was worth the cost and if the brand

delivered on their promises. They will feel either satisfaction or buyer’s
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remorse. If it’s the former, the customer could come back to make

another purchase. But if it’s the latter, the customer could reject the

brand, never make another purchase, and even share their negative

experience with others.

PS:

Take Action Now to Rescue and Skyrocket Your Business

Are you ready to take action now and skyrocket your business or will

you allow it to starve and sink down? Will you conquer your market or

watch your competitors snatch all your clients? If you want to put the

above sales strategies into practice to grow your leads and sales for

your business by up to 300% in the next 2, 6 to 12 months, then book a

FREE CONSULTATION with one of our expert digital consultants.

We will give you the implementation pattern of these effective

strategies, specific to your business. These strategies will help you

leverage the internet and social media, without having to go through

the stress you have gone through before. You need to act now if you

want to benefit from the few free chances available this month.

Visit the link below to book your free consultation call, yes free.

www.faithworkstech.com/free-consultation
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Why Faithworks Tech is a Trusted Business Growth

Partner

Faithworks Tech is a team of award winning web designers and

marketing experts working to give you result-oriented web design,

branding and digital marketing solutions that help your business grow

exponentially. We design and implement proven strategies and

platforms that boost conversions, generate quality leads, increase sales

and help you grow your revenue, with extraordinary results.

Our expertise has attracted and delivered extraordinary results to

business and organisation owners in four continents: North America,

Africa, Europe and Asia. Our clients are now benefiting from our secret

growth strategies that have seen their businesses grow by up to 300%.

Book your FREE CONSULTATION with us through the link below:

www.faithworkstech.com/free-consultation
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